
 

 

   

  

 

  
 

           22 September 2021 
Dear Parent/Carer 
 
 

NEED TO KNOW: 

• Covid measures in the school moving to the ‘medium’ level 

• Students need to bring masks to wear in corridors from tomorrow 

• Measures will be reviewed and moved back to ‘low’ control as soon as possible 

• Covid vaccines will not be given without parental consent 

 
 
You may be aware there are rising Covid cases in local schools and we’ve seen a similar pattern at 
Court Moor so we have decided to move up to ‘medium’ control measures for a while. It is a real 
shame as we were trying to return to normal, however we feel these are sensible measures that 
will increase our protective measures but without returning to the high control measures of last 
term. As you can imagine, it’s a balance between accepting that we need to live with Covid to some 
extent, whilst also protecting our staff and students from unnecessary infection. 
 
The measures have been outlined to students this morning in registration to start from tomorrow. 
The new measures include: 

• Compulsory mask wearing in corridors – although students only pass each other fleetingly, 

they are crowded and largely unventilated and therefore a potential risk. If students arrive 

without masks on Monday we will provide them but charge 50p a mask; students who are 

exempt from wearing a mask obviously will not be expected to follow this instruction. 

• Restricted inside eating areas – Year 11 will be able to sit and eat in The Retreat, Year 7 can 

sit and eat in the hall, all other years will need to eat outside under the new canopies – in 

the event of wet weather they will use classrooms. At the moment most students are eating 

outside anyway, but it just prevents the risk of cross-year transition. 

• Assemblies will be cancelled – this is particularly annoying because we have enjoyed the 

opportunity to get the year groups together and reinforce our expectations and culture. 

Open Evening is scheduled for next week and we intend to continue with this however our control 
measures include parents pre-booking and touring in small groups with people from the same 
school. We have reduced the tour, reduced the students involved and we will ask visitors to use 
masks and we will mark each ‘station’ to ensure visitors are kept at least two metres away from 
staff and students. 
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We will keep the ambition to hold the Year Seven meetings later this term as face-to-face; this will 
remain under review however our tutor team felt very strongly that they would like to meet our 
new parents in real life to cement that critical relationship. For the Year 11 College Carousel on 
Tuesday 28 September we will implement Covid-aware measures such as limiting numbers in talks 
and asking parents to wear masks. With regards to the forthcoming curriculum evenings we will let 
you know if these need to move online. 
 
I am obviously sorry to have to take this step back, however I feel that it is sensible and 
proportionate.  
 
Some parents have been asking about Covid vaccines. At the moment we have very little 
information and I will of course be in touch when we have some confirmed dates and details. I can 
however allay fears around consent, the school nursing team have made it clear that they will not 
inject students without parental consent – despite some alarmist media reports. As a school we will 
support parental choice whatever their decision and will not exert pressure for students either way; 
each family will have different circumstances and should be free to make the decision that they are 
comfortable with. Equally, whilst we may ask students to test before large-scale events, we will not 
expect students to have been vaccinated in order to participate in such events. 
 
Despite the increased measures I feel that school will be not far from ‘normal’ and hopefully these 
changes will just minimise this current spell of infection and I look forward to returning to low 
measures in the near future. 
 
Best wishes 
 

 
Mr P Jenkins 
 


